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Upgrade Guide Overview 

This Upgrade Guide is intended to provide you with the information you 
need to complete the primary tasks when upgrading your EFI Pace 
system to version 26.0.  

This guide contains the following types of notes: 

• Important: When you see this type of note, the information may 
affect the way you enter fields or may warn you that errors could 
occur. Pay particular attention to information in these notes. 

• Note: When you see this type of note, the information may serve 
as a reminder or may provide additional details that do not appear 
in the procedure.  

• Tip: When you see this type of note, the information might help 
you use the system more efficiently or may provide an example for 
a step in a procedure.  
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This Upgrade Guide contains information on the following primary task 
you must perform when you upgrade your EFI Pace system to version 
26.0: 

Run the System Inspector for UOM after v26.0 upgrade ...................................................... 5 
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Resolve conflicts between user-created and newly seeded UOM records ........................... 9 
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Run the System Inspector for UOM after 
v26.0 upgrade 

Note: EFI Pace version 26.0 includes expanded Unit of Measure (UOM) 
functionality that provides you with many new features and capabilities. 
Therefore, before you upgrade your system to v26.0, it is recommended 
that you review the current unit of measure records in your system. Once 
you are familiar with your existing unit of measure records, you can 
upgrade your system and then modify any user-created or modified 
UOM records as necessary. 

1. Immediately after you upgrade your EFI Pace system, navigate to 
Administration, System Tools, System Inspector to run the 
System Inspector tool and locate the UOM records created or 
modified prior to version 26.0. 

2. Check the box in the Inspect? field next to the Unit of Measure 
configuration values line in the Select Targets to Inspect group box 
to determine if you must configure any existing UOM records in your 
system before you can use the new Unit of Measure features. 

 

 
 

Note: If the UOM records in your EFI Pace system were originally 
seeded by default and unmodified, then you do not need to modify the 
records to use the enhanced UOM functionality. 
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After you run the System Inspector tool, the system displays the 
UOM records to update. In the example below, you must configure 
the UOM record with an ID of MI.  (Notice that two messages 
appear, which indicate that you must modify the UOM Type and 
Measurement System.) 

 
3. Navigate to Administration, System Setup, General, UOM 

Settings, Unit of Measure Maintenance.  Select the UOM records 
(IDs) indicated in the System Inspector tool by clicking the 
magnifying glass icon next to the desired record on the UOM List 
page.  

The UOM detail page appears, with a message that indicates the 
necessary changes. (In this example, you must enter a value for the 
UOM Dimension field and Measurement System field.)    
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4. Update the appropriate fields. (For this example, the UOM Type 

[Dimension] is a length, and the Measurement System is Imperial.) 

5. For user-created UOM records, you must also edit the Base UOM 
Conversion field to identify the conversion factor from the base unit 
of measure.  

Note: To determine the system base UOM for each UOM type, navigate 
to Administration, System Setup, General, UOM Settings, Base 
Unit of Measure Settings.  

For example, if your system includes a base UOM of Linear Inches (LI) 
for length, then the base UOM conversion for a new “Mile” UOM 
record is 5,280 (ft) x 12 (inches) = 63,360. (The number of inches in a 
mile, for conversion purposes).    

 

Note: If the UOM is smaller than the base UOM, the system lists the 
value in decimal format in the Base UOM Conversion field. 

Note: If you enter a value in fractions, the system converts the value to a 
decimal when your cursor leaves the field.  
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Enter UOM conversion values 

Use the following base UOMs to determine your user-entered base 
UOM values. (Refer to the system base UOM setting by navigating to 
Administration, System Setup, General, UOM Settings, Base Unit 
of Measure Settings.) 

UOM Type Imperial Base Metric Base 

Length LI (Linear Inch) MM (millimeter) 

Area SI (Square Inch) SM (Square Meter) 

Weight LB (pound) KG (kilogram) 

Volume GA (gallon) L (liter) 

Quantity EA (each) EA (each) 

Thickness IT (Inches) MMT (millimeter) 

 

Note: For each user-created UOM record, you should also review the 
rounding and auto range features, as well as other configurable values 
offered with the new UOM functionality 

http://pacetwiki/cgi-bin/twiki/view/Proddev/UnitOfMeasureEnhancements?sortcol=0;table=6;up=0#sorted_table
http://pacetwiki/cgi-bin/twiki/view/Proddev/UnitOfMeasureEnhancements?sortcol=1;table=6;up=0#sorted_table
http://pacetwiki/cgi-bin/twiki/view/Proddev/UnitOfMeasureEnhancements?sortcol=2;table=6;up=0#sorted_table
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Resolve conflicts between user-created 
and newly seeded UOM records 

EFI Pace version 26.0 includes a number of additional seeded UOM 
records that accommodates updated conversion and display options.  
Therefore, the IDs of user-created UOM records that exist in your EFI 
Pace system before upgrading to version 26.0 may conflict with the IDs 
of the v26.0 seeded UOM records.   

Should your existing UOM record contain the same ID as a v26.0 seeded 
UOM record, the system compares the two records. If the values in the 
ID, Description, and Unit Qty fields of your user-created UOM record 
matches a system-generated UOM, the system migrates your UOM 
record to the corresponding system-generated one. In this case, you do 
not need to make any modifications or updates, as the system 
automatically updates the UOM to the appropriate measurement system, 
dimension, and base UOM conversion fields. 

If your existing UOM record contains the same ID as a v26.0 seeded 
UOM record but not the same description or unit quantity, the system 
creates a new UOM record and appends a period (.) to the ID of your 
user-created UOM record. The system then automatically updates all 
associated records to correspond with this new ID.  

Example: 

If your system contains a user-created UOM record with an ID of G for 
“Gallons”’ rather than “Grams” (as in the seeded record,) then when you 
upgrade to EFI Pace version 26.0, the system changes the ID in your 
user-created UOM record from G to G. and adds a new system-
generated UOM record with an ID of G for “Grams.”  
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Your user-created UOM record for “Gallons” is still associated to the 
same objects and resources as it was when the ID was G. Additionally, 
the system creates a system-generated UOM record for “Gallons” that 
includes an ID of GA. 

Note: The box in the System Generated field remains unchecked and 
not editable for all user-created UOM records (including those UOM 
records that contain the . suffix in the ID field). However, you can still 
enter values in the UOM Dimension, Measurement System, and Base 
UOM Conversion fields. Alternately, the System Generated field is 
automatically checked for system-generated (seeded) UOM records, and 
the Base UOM Dimension, Measurement System, and Base UOM 
Conversion fields are not editable. 

 

  


